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UPS Pty Ltd Submission
United Parcel Service (Australia) (UPS Pty Ltd) is one of the of the world's leading integrated air
express parcel delivery companies.
Through its industry body Conference of Asia Pacific Express Carriers (CAPEC) have been
invited to lodge a submission to the Senate Economics Legislation Committee in respect to the
Inquiry into the Treasury Laws Amendment (GST Low Value Goods) Bill 2017 ("Inquiry").
Executive Summary
The issue of Australia's Low Value de mini11111s threshold is one that CAPEC members have been
closely involved with since, at least, the alignment of the air cargo and postal services in October
2005.
More recently, CAPEC has worked extensively with a number of different governmentappointed parties in examining the ongoing viability of the A$1,000 Goods and Services Tax
("GST")-free threshold. Those parties have included:
- Board of Taxation Review (2009)
- Productivity Commission (Inquiry into the Future of the A11stmlia11 Retail Industry 2011)
- Low Value Parcel Processing Taskforce (2012)
- Interdepartmental Committee - Low Value Threshold Project (2013)
-Treasury Steering Committee on Vendor Collect Model (2015 - present)
In considering the GST-free threshold, each of these parties reached the same conclusion with
regard to the cost of GST collection at the border (upon arrival). That is, that the cost of collection
would exceed any GST revenue gained, resulting in a net welfare cost.
The Treasury Laws Amendment (GST Low Value Goods) Bill 2017 ("Bill") proposes to amend the A
New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) A ct 1999 to ensure that GST is payable on certain supplies
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of low value goods that are purchased by consumers and impor ted into Australia. The proposed
changes are predicated on a Vendor Collect Model ("VCM"), i.e. where the overseas supplier
collects GST at the point of sale and remits this GST component to the Au stralian Taxation Office
("ATO") directly.
UPS supports the Bill, in so far as it endorses a fairer tax system through a VCM. However, UPS
does NOT support the obligation proposed by the current draft Dill which requires additional
vendor registration information to be captured and reported by UPS.
It is UPS's firm view that the information flow should be between the overseas vendor and the ATO

Accordingly, UPS requests that the draft Bill be amended so as to reflect such an information
flow.
UPS through CAPEC are prepared to work with Treasmy to ensure that the draft Bill achieves
both the Go vernment's intended policy objectives and also ensures the ongoing competitive
viability of CAP EC members and the services they provide.
Disparity with Australia Post
During its discussions with Treasury, CAPEC has been informed that Australia Post will be
exempt from the requirem ent in the draft Bill to report the Vendor Registration Number (" VRN")
and Austra lian Business Number(" ABN") on low value imported goods.
Australia Post has gone on record d eclaring that it competes directly w ith CAPEC members and
the air express industry more broadly.1 Adding cost to CAPEC members' operating models
throu gh increased regulatory burden w ill give an additional unfair ad van tage to Australia Post,
to the d etriment of CAPEC members' ability to compete against Australia Post. Further, CAPEC
members are con cerned that the lack of con1mensura te regulatory burden in the p ostal model (i.e.
sending products via Australia Pos t) may lead to overseas vendors choosing the postal s tream in
order to avoid customs d etection; ,,vhich in turn may lead to a reduced recovery of GST.
The vast majority of low value 'Business to Consumer' ("B2C" ) goods are imported into Aus tralia
via the p ostal stream. If, as the Bill requires, the VRN is collected from the air express industry
a lone, it is likely to lead to a flawed data set, covering only a fraction of imports. Analytics based
on the data will therefore likely be inaccurate and of little use when a uditing the compliance
activity of offshore vendors.
Therefore, the absence of any requirement for Australia Post to report the VRN p rovides:
- a competitive advantage to Australia Post, w ho will n ot be subject to the same regulatory
requirements (and resulting cost consequences) as CAPEC m embers;
- a pathway for uncooperative vendors to access the Australian market p lace; and
- a deficient data set for the ATO.
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Competitive Neutrality
The legislation proposed by Treasury is also contrary the Competitive Principles Agreement
("CPA") entered into by the Council of Australian Governments ("COAG") in 1995,2 which
addresses competitive neutrality across Australia. Two key elements of the CPA are:
(1) "Government businesses should not enjoy any net competitive advantage simply as a result of
their public sector ownership"; and
(2) Governments are to ensure that they impose the same obligations on government business
enterprises as they would on privately owned enterprises, with regulatory requirements and fees
being listed as specific examples.

Australia Post already experiences a significant competitive advantage over CAPEC members by
its use of the postal stream to deliver parcels. Parcels brought to Australia by CAPEC members
through the parcel stream are subject to additional cargo reporting requirements than if the same
parcel was brought into Australia via the postal stream. The more stringent reporting
requirements imposed on CAPEC members result in slower parcel delivery times and increased
costs arising to CAPEC members ·when compared to parcels bought into Australia by Australia
Post via the postal stream.
The below diagram broadly outlines the different arrangements that currently exist in respect of
importing Low Value goods into Australia through the Postal and Air Express pathways.
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If CAPEC members are required to report VRNs as outlined in the draft Dill, two consequences
are likely. First, Australian consumers will experience further processing delays in parcel
deliveries through the parcel stream, along with the attendant additional costs. Seco11dly1 and
consequently, the competitive ad vantage already enjoyed by Australia Post will be further
exacerbated at the expense of both Australian consumers and CAPEC members.
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CAPEC is preparing separate submissions to both the Australian Government Competitive
Neutrality Complaints Office ("AGCNCO") and the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission(" ACCC") which it hopes will assist to resolve the above-mentioned disparities.
Furthermore, the increased regulatory burden imposed on CAPEC members, and other air express parcel
delivery companies, is consistent with the Commonwealth Government's aim of improving productivity
and efficiency of the Australian economy.

Vendor Registration Number ("VRN") - practical problems
The requirement in the draft Bill (albeit non-mandatory) for CAPEC members to capture the
VRN at the Air Cargo Report Self Assessed Clearance(" A CR-SAC") level is also highly
problematic in terms of its practical application. This is due to a number of factors including
variances such as; shippers' ordering systems and CAPEC member reporting platforms,
processes having to be significantly modified to ensure compatibility and compliance, and
education and cultural differences with shippers in the 220 countries that CAPEC members
operate. This will add both complexity and cost to the border clearance process and not comply
with the efficient and effective models that the OECD and G20 working groups advocate for.
The VRN requirement will result in substantial changes to CAPEC members' worldwide ICT
systems. This would take several years to complete and come at a significant cost. Other
considerations include:
- Members' IT systems bridge over 200 countries and territories;
-Adding extra fi elds and logic for the requirements on one country only is problematic given the
global nature of CAPEC m embers' businesses and systems; and
- CAPEC members will not be invo lved in the collection of this GST revenue, so the requirement
to capture and report VRNs is a superfluous and highly inefficient one.
CAPEC members are concerned that the ATO and Treasury may have an oversimplified view in
terms of what lead time, cost and impact these IT systems changes represent.
Alternate VRN Collection and Reporting Models
CAPEC understands that the collection and reporting of the VRN data to the ATO is an
important element of the draft Bill. However, its members are of the view that there are more
efficient ways of achieving this outcome that will result in a complete data set, i.e. not just from
one industry sector (Air Express). These constrnctive alternate options can be summarized as
follows:
1.

Vendor Self-Collectio11 (IIUf Audit

Upon registration, the overseas vendor agrees to provide periodic reporting to the ATO on what
it ships to Australia and what GST it collects. Note: Treasury officials have indicated a d esire to
minimize the reporting requirements for registered vendors; however CAPEC members
understand that this information would be readily available to the vendors through running a
cursory 'value'+ 'trade lane' query at the end of each period. The added advantage of this model
is that it would capture goods being shipped via all pathways, including the postal stream.
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CAPEC members understand that there are only a limited amount of vendor interface systems in
use by suppliers, thus streamlining the process further.
2. Use of Existi11g Dntn

The existing process for reporting lm,v value shipments in the Integrated Cargo System ("ICS") in
any event, i.e. via an ACR-SAC should provide sufficient detail for the ATO to undertake its
compliance monitoring. Note: To counter the challenge of multiple entity names being used, the
vendor would agree to apply a mutually agreed naming convention at time of registration which
the Department of Immigration and Border Protection ("DIBP"), who could then report as
needed to the ATO through the JCS.
Jn suppm1 of this option, provided below is a screen shot of the ACR-SAC taken from the !CS, which
demonstrates the information cmTently provided to the Department of Immigration and Border Protection.
by CAPEC members for all Low Value consignments entering Australia:

Screen shot of the A CR-SAC taken from the JCS
Information currently provided to the Department of Immigration and Border Protection
by CAPEC members for a// Low Value Consignments entering Australia
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This clearly shows the information that is already reported by CAPEC members on all Low Value
consignments. The data fields captured include, but are not limited to:
- Full name and street address of the overseas vendor
- Full name and street address of the consignee/importer
- Pieces/ Weight/ Currency
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- Country of Origin
-Commodity
- Declared Value
Suggested legislative amendments to the Bill
84-93 Suppliers of offshore supplies of low value goods to ensure tax information is included
in e-astoms doarm~ < n periodic return lodged by tlze registered ve11dor to tlie ATO co11tni11illg

pnrticulnrs of the GST collected.>
(1) If:

(a) you make an *offshore supply of low value goods; and
(b) you are *registered, or *required to be registered;
you must ensure that the information set out in subsection (2) is included in one or more of the
documents referred to in subsection (3) (regardless of whether or not the supply is *connected
with the indirect tax zone).
Note: If you do not ensure the information is included, you are liable to an administrative penalty under
section 288-46 in Schedule 1 to the Tnxnfion Ad111i11islrntio11 Act 1953.

(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), the information is as follows:
(a) your registration number;
(b) if the *recipient's *ABN has been disclosed to you-that ABN;
(c) the extent (if any) to which you are treating the supply as a *taxable supply.
(3) For the purposes of subsection (1), the documents are as follows:
(a) an import declaration (with\n the meaning of the C11ste111s Aet 1901);
(b) an import declaration advice (·.vithin the meaning of that Act);
(c) a self assessed clearance declaration (within the meaning of that Act);
(d) a self assessed clearance declaration advice (within the meaning of that ,".ct);
(e) a doCHffient of a kind specified in an instrument made under subsection (4).
< (n) n periodic retum lodged by tlte registered vendor to tlie ATO, tile pnrticulnrs of wllicl1 to be

ngreed 11po11 nt the time of ve11dor registmtio11.>
(4) The Commissioner may, by legislative instrument, make a determination specifying kinds of
documents for the purposes of paragraph (3)(e).
288-46 Penalty for failing to ensure tax information about supplies of low value goods is
included in e-astoms documents< n periodic ret11m lodged by tl,e registered vendor to tl1e ATO

co11tni11i11g pnrticulnrs of the GST collected.>
You are liable to an administrative penalty of 20 penalty units if:
(a) you are required by section 84-93 of the *GST Act to ensure that the information set out in
subsection 84-93(2) of that Act is included in one or more of the documents referred to in
subsection 84-93(3) of that Act; but
(b) you fail to take reasonable steps to do so.
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Timing
The 01 July 2017 go-live date for the legislation is overly ambitious and should immediately be
deferred to a later, more workable date. UPS contend that having less than three months to
implement any changes is an unreasonably tight timeframe. For policy reform this important and
wide-ranging in nature, it is appropriate that a longer timeframe is granted.

Conclusion
The VCM is acknowledged by UPS as the most sensible approach to achieving a fairer tax system.
UPS commend the decision of Treasury to avoid a model whereby GST is collected upon arrival
at the border. This is consistent with both the report that CAPEC members submitted to Treasury
in February 2016 and the Productivity Commission's findings vis-a-vis avoiding a solution that
would create a net welfare cost.
UPS are concerned, however, that the model in its proposed form ,,vill lead to increased
regulatory burden and resulting cost to the industry and the air express supply chain, primarily
through the collection of the VRN and the intention to have this data included in the ACR-SAC
(or not, as the case may be).
The exemption of Australia Post from the VRN reporting requirement is untenable. UPS contend
that any such exemption would be anti-competitive in nature as, among other things, it will affect
further the ability of UPS to compete agai nst Australia Post. As discussed above, CAPEC intends
to pursue this broader issue further through the AGCNCO and ACCC.
UPS therefore support the Bill on the proviso that appropriate amendments are made that
remove the additional da ta (VRN) reporting requirements on UPS. This will ensure that GST is
collected and remitted to the ATO more efficiently while creating a more level playing field
between UPS and Australia Post.
UPS would like to thank the Committee for the opportunity to contribute to the Inquiry and
looks fonvard to ongoing consultation, including participating in any hearings to answer
q uestions on this important piece of legislation.

Yours sincerely,

Stephen Stroner
Managing Director
Australia and Nc,v Zealand
UPS Pty Ltd

